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NHIC to drive growth 
We maintain our long-term positive outlook on the Saudi Healthcare sector. The 
introduction of NHIC is a key catalyst for the sector which is expected to 1) increase 
the insurance penetration by 3x and 2) improve the receivables cycle. We expect the 
sector's bed capacity to record a CAGR of 10% during 2022-25f, while revenue and 
net income are forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 13.7% and 21.7%, respectively. We 
maintain our neutral rating across our coverage, as we believe the current valuations 
are pricing-in the underlying positives. We initiate coverage on Dallah Healthcare 
(DHC) with a Neutral rating and a PT of SAR156.8.  

 Private sector attracts the largest number of patients 
In 2021, the healthcare sector’s bed capacity stood at 77,224, with MoH representing 
58.7% (45,330 beds) of the total, followed by the private sector with a 23.2% share 
(17,889 beds). Despite the lower share in beds, the private sector attracted the largest 
number of patients at 63mn, followed by MoH at 62mn. In terms of inpatients, MoH 
treated the largest number of patients at 1.4mn, followed by the private sector (1.1mn 
patients).  We highlight that the private sector had the highest utilization as it treated 
61.7 patients/bed, compared to MoH (30.4/bed) and OGS (44.3/bed), indicating shorter 
stays and/or higher efficiencies. In Saudi, beds penetration level per 1,000 stands at 2.2 
beds, as compared to OECD average of 3.8 beds which we believe provide an ample 
room for growth. 

 NHIC to improve insurance coverage 
In 2022, 28% of the local population was covered by the private healthcare insurance, 
while the rest relied on government healthcare or cash payments. With the introduction 
of NHIC, insurance coverage for the local population is expected to reach 100%. We 
expect higher insurance coverage to improve inpatient and outpatient traffic. Moreover, 
we believe NHIC would result in reducing receivables cycle for the healthcare providers. 
Accordingly, average DSO for companies under coverage is expected to decline 
gradually to 130 days by 2025f from 150 days in 2021.  

 2023f earnings growth to continue 
We expect the sector’s earnings to grow by 30% yoy in 2023f, backed by strong 
performance across stocks under coverage. We expect the number of beds to increase 
by 15% in 2023f, while EBITDA margins are expected to expand from 25.3% in 2022 
to 27.0% in 2025f. HMG is forecasted to record a net income growth of 32% yoy in 
2023f on higher patient footfall and margin improvement. Mouwasat is expected to 
post a net income of SAR771mn for 2023f, backed by higher patient inflow. Hammadi 
is estimated to post earnings of SAR307mn in 2023f (+26.2% yoy) due to improved 
utilization and lower depreciation expenses. We expect DHC to record net income of 
SAR328mn for 2023f on improving efficiency and higher number of beds.  

 Positive outlook is priced-in 
Although the outlook for the sector is positive, we believe it is fully priced-in at the 
current levels. In general, we prefer companies with 1) strong expansion plans, 2) 
favourable customer mix, and 3) healthy receivable cycle. We initiate coverage on DHC 
with a Neutral rating and PT of SAR156.8. Strong revenue/bed and a favourable 
revenue mix are its key strengths. Moreover, the company's acquisition strategy is a 
key catalyst. The stock trades at a 2023f P/E and EV/EBITDA of 39.5x and 26.1x, vs the 
peers average of 39.7x and 24.7x, respectively.
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HMG  Neutral 256.4 275.0 (6.8) 44.3  35.0  34.9 1.7  24.6 

Mouwasat Neutral  225.0   229.8  (2.1) 59.6 23.3 13.8 0.8 10.0 

Hammadi Neutral  55.2   48.9  14.0 26.7 18.2 7.8 2.6 21.8 

SGH Neutral  34.0  35.9 (5.3) 28.9 20.9 3.1 0.0 41.1 

Dallah Neutral 156.8 146.6 7.0 39.5 26.1 15.0 1.8 -0.9 
 

Source: SNB Capital Research estimates. All prices as of 28 March 2023 
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We initiate our coverage on Dallah Healthcare (DHC) with a Neutral 
rating and PT of SAR156.8. DHC is one of the largest healthcare 
providers in Saudi, with more than +1,000 beds and strong presence in 
Riyadh in addition to Makkah and Jeddah. Unlike other sector players, 
the company’s expansion plans focus on acquisitions which is a key 
stock driver. However, the relatively high operating expense is the 
main concern. We expect DHC’s revenues to record a 2022-27f CAGR 
of 7.8%, reflecting a net income CAGR of 20.7%. The stock is trading 
at a 2023f P/E and EV/bed of 39.5x and 15.0x compared to its peer 
average of 39.7x and 14.9x, respectively. 
 A large player with a strong presence in Riyadh 

DHC is one of the oldest healthcare providers in Saudi, with 4 hospitals and +1,000 beds. 
Off the total, c87% of its beds are located in Riyadh. This bodes well for the company, 
supported by strong population growth to reach 15mn by 2030f. Moreover, the company 
operates Makkah Medical Centers (134 beds, 35 clinics) in Makkah, and has stakes in 

International Medical Center (IMC) and AlFagih Hospital. In 2021, total patient traffic stood 

at 1.84mn (2015-2021 CAGR of 11.2%). We expect improving utilization to support 
revenue growth going forward.   

 Acquisition strategy, a key stock catalyst 

The company embarked on a M&A strategy starting from 2020 as it acquired a 58.6% stake 
in Care shield and a 90% stake in Makkah Medical Centres. In 2022, the company increased 
its stake in International Medical Centre to 27.2% (from 8.2% in 2021). Driven by strong 
population growth, we believe the acquisition strategy will primarily focus on Riyadh, 
followed by Makkah and Jeddah, with strategic takeovers under consideration for 2023f-
24f, we believe further M&A deals will be the key catalyst going forward. 

 Net income to record a CAGR of 20.7% in 2022-27f 

We expect revenues to post a CAGR of 7.8% from SAR2.49bn in 2022 to SAR3.62bn in 
2027f, on the back of improved capacity utilization and margins. DHC has one of the 
highest revenue per bed of SAR2.5mn (as of 2022), which is not fully reflected in margins 
given its high cost base (2022 EBITDA margin of 20.4% vs industry average of 24%). 
Supported by scale, higher utilization and higher income from IMC, we expect net income 
to grow at 2022-2027f CAGR of 20.7% to reach SAR703mn. 

 Initiate coverage on DHC with a Neutral rating and PT of SAR156.8  

We initiate coverage on DHC with a Neutral rating and a PT of SAR156.8. We believe DHC’s 
outlook is positive driven by MoH initiatives and higher insurance penetration. The M&A 
strategy remains its key catalyst with support coming from improved utilization of existing 
hospitals. The stock trades at a 2023f P/E and EV/Bed of 39.5x and 15.0x compared to the 
peers average of 39.7x and 15.0x, respectively which we believe is pricing-in all the 
positives. 

Summary Financials 

SAR mn 2022 2023f 2024f 2025f 2026f 2027f 
Revenues 2,488 2,810 3,040 3,261 3,456 3,623 
Gross Income 895 1,060 1,088 1,219 1,318 1,387 
Gross margin (%) 36.0% 37.7% 35.8% 37.4% 38.1% 38.3% 
Operating Income 392 501 477 600 689 749 
Operating margin (%) 15.8% 17.8% 15.7% 18.4% 19.9% 20.7% 
Net Income to Parent 274 362 357 516 620 703 
Net margin (%) 11.0% 12.9% 11.7% 15.8% 18.0% 19.4% 
EPS (SAR per share) 3.1 3.7 3.7 5.3 6.4 7.2 
 

Source: The company, SNB Capital Research estimates 
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VALUATION MULTIPLES 

  22 23f 24f  

P/E (x) 48.1 39.5 40.1  

P/B (x) 6.6 5.1 4.9  

EV/EBITDA (x) 29.5 26.1 27.0  

Div Yield (%) 1.4 1.8 1.7  
  

Source: SNB Capital Research estimates 

 
 

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS  

Investor % Ownership  

Dallah AlBaraka Holding   48.6%  

Kun Holdings   7.9%  

Foreign Investors   7.0%  
  

 

Source: Saudi Exchange, SNB Capital Research  
 

 
STOCK DETAILS 

M52-week range H/L (SAR) 176/99 

Market cap ($mn) 3,813 

Shares outstanding (mn) 97.7 

Listed on exchanges Saudi Exchange 

 
Price perform (%) 1M 3M 12M 

Absolute 0.3  (0.9)  44.0 

Rel. to market  (4.5)  (0.8) 64.1 
 
 

Reuters code 4004.SE 

Bloomberg code DALLAH.AB 

www.dallahhealth.com 
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SNB Capital Investment Ratings 

OVERWEIGHT: Target price represents an increase in the share price in excess of 15% in the next 12 months 

NEUTRAL: Target price represents a change in the share price between -10% and +15% in the next 12 months 

UNDERWEIGHT: Target price represents a fall in share price exceeding 10% in the next 12 months 

PRICE TARGET: Analysts set share price targets for individual companies based on a 12 month horizon. These share price targets are subject to a range 
of company specific and market risks. Target prices are based on a methodology chosen by the analyst as the best predictor of the 
share price over the 12 month horizon 

Other Definitions 

NR: Not Rated. The investment rating has been suspended temporarily. Such suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or in circumstances 
when SNB Capital is acting in an advisory capacity in a merger  
or strategic transaction involving the company and in certain other situations 

CS: Coverage Suspended. SNB Capital has suspended coverage of this company 

NC: Not covered. SNB Capital does not cover this company 

 

Important information 

The authors of this report hereby certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect their personal views regarding the securities and companies 
that are the subject of this document. The authors also certify that neither they nor their respective spouses or dependents (if relevant) hold a beneficial interest 
in the securities that are the subject of this document. Funds managed by SNB Capital and its subsidiaries for third parties may own the securities that are the 
subject of this document. SNB Capital or its subsidiaries may own securities in one or more of the aforementioned companies, or funds or in funds managed by 
third parties The authors of this document may own securities in funds open to the public that invest in the securities mentioned in this document as part of a 
diversified portfolio over which they have no discretion. The investment banking division of SNB Capital may be in the process of soliciting or executing fee 
earning mandates for companies that are either the subject of this document or are mentioned in this document. 

This document is issued to the person to whom SNB Capital has issued it. This document is intended for general information purposes only, and may not be 
reproduced or redistributed to any other person. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. 
This document is not intended to take into account any investment suitability needs of the recipient. In particular, this document is not customized to the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation, risk appetite or other needs of any person who may receive this document. SNB Capital strongly advises every potential 
investor to seek professional legal, accounting, tax and financial guidance when determining whether an investment in a security is appropriate to his or her 
needs. Any investment recommendations contained in this document take into account both risk and expected return. Information and opinions contained in this 
document have been compiled or arrived at by the author are from sources believed to be reliable, but SNB Capital has not independently verified the contents 
of this document and such information may be condensed or incomplete. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no 
reliance should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information and opinions contained in this document. To the maximum 
extent permitted by applicable law and regulation, SNB Capital shall not be liable for any loss that may arise from the use of this document or its contents or 
otherwise arising in connection therewith. Any financial projections, fair value estimates and statements regarding future prospects contained in this document 
may not be realized. All opinions and estimates included in this document constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of production of this document, and 
are subject to change without notice. Past performance of any investment is not indicative of future results. The value of securities, the income from them, the 
prices and currencies of securities, can go down as well as up. An investor may get back less than he or she originally invested. Additionally, fees may apply on 
investments in securities. Changes in currency rates may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of a security. No part of this document may be 
reproduced without the written permission of SNB Capital. Neither this document nor any copy hereof may be distributed in any jurisdiction outside the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia where its distribution may be restricted by law. Persons who receive this document should make themselves aware, of and adhere to, any such 
restrictions. By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 

SNB Capital is authorised by the Capital Market Authority of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to carry out dealing, as principal and agent, and underwriting, managing, 
arranging, advising and custody, with respect to securities under licence number 37-06046. The registered office of SNB Capital is at King Saud Road, SNB 
Regional Building P.O. Box 22216, 11495 Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

SNB Capital Company, Saudi Joint Stock Company, Paid up capital SAR 1,000 million, authorized by the Capital Market Authority, CR 1010231474, P.O. Box 22216, 
Riyadh 11495, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, T:+966 11874 7106, F:+966 11 406 0049, www.alahlicapital.com 

Research Disclosures  

Third Party Research 

This research is prepared by SNB Capital, with headquarters in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. SNB Capital is authorized to engage in securities activities according to its 
domestic legislation. This research is not a product of Tellimer Markets, Inc., a U.S. registered broker-dealer. SNB Capital has sole control over the contents of this 
research report. Tellimer Markets, Inc. does not exercise any control over the contents of, or the views expressed in, research reports prepared by SNB Capital. 

SNB Capital is not registered as a broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research reports and 
the independence of research analysts.  This research report is provided for distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” and other “U.S. institutional 
investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). 

Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments based on the information 
provided in this research report should do so only through Tellimer Markets, Inc., located at 27th Floor, 575 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017. A representative 
of Tellimer Markets, Inc. is contactable on +1 (212) 551 3480.  Tellimer Markets, Inc. accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to 
the terms set out below, to the extent that it is delivered to a U.S. person including major U.S. institutional investors. 

None of the materials provided in this report may be used, reproduced, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, including recording or the use of any information storage and retrieval system, without written 
permission from Tellimer and SNB Capital. 

SNB Capital is the employer of the research analyst(s) responsible for the content of this report and research analysts preparing this report are resident outside 
the U.S. and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer.  The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not registered or qualified 
as a research analyst with the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) and may not be an associated person of Tellimer Markets, Inc. and, therefore, 
may not be subject to applicable restrictions under FINRA Rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a 
research analyst account. 
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Tellimer Markets, Inc. or its affiliates has not managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12 months, has not 
received compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the past 12 months, and does not expect to receive or intend to seek 
compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the next three months. Tellimer Markets, Inc. has never owned any class of equity 
securities of the subject company. There are no other actual, or potential, material conflicts of interest of Tellimer Markets, Inc. at the time of the publication of 
this report. As of the publication of this report, Tellimer Markets, Inc. does not make a market in the subject securities. 

About Tellimer 

Tellimer is a registered trade mark of Exotix Partners LLP. Exotix Partners LLP and its subsidiaries ("Tellimer") provide specialist investment banking services to 
trading professionals in the wholesale markets. Tellimer draws together liquidity and matches buyers and sellers so that deals can be executed by its customers. 
Tellimer may at any time, hold a trading position in the securities and financial instruments discussed in this report. Tellimer has procedures in place to identify 
and manage any potential conflicts of interests that arise in connection with its research. A copy of Tellimer’s conflict of interest policy is available at 
www.tellimer.com/regulatory-information . 

Distribution 

This report is not intended for distribution to the public and may not be reproduced, redistributed or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without the 
written permission of Tellimer. Tellimer shall accept no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.  This report is for distribution only 
under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. 

This report may not be used to create any financial instruments or products or any indices. Neither Tellimer and SNB Capital, nor its members, directors, 
representatives, or employees accept any liability for any direct or consequential loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of the information herein. 

United Kingdom: Distributed by Exotix Partners LLP only to Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients (as defined in the FCA Handbook). The information 
herein does not apply to, and should not be relied upon by, Retail Clients (as defined in the FCA Handbook); neither the FCA’s protection rules nor compensation 
scheme may be applied. 

UAE: Distributed in the Dubai International Financial Centre by Exotix Partners LLP (Dubai) which is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). 
Material is intended only for persons who meet the criteria for Professional Clients under the Rules of the DFSA and no other person should act upon it. 

Other distribution: The distribution of this report in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should 
inform themselves about, and observe, any such restriction. 

Disclaimers 

Tellimer and/or its members, directors or employees may have interests, or long or short positions, and may at any time make purchases or sales as a principal or 
agent of the securities referred to herein. Tellimer may rely on information barriers, such as “Chinese Walls” to control the flow of information within the areas, 
units, divisions, groups of Tellimer.  

Investing in any non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments (including ADRs) discussed in this report may present certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. 
issuers may not be registered with, or be subject to the regulations of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Information on such non-U.S. securities or 
related financial instruments may be limited. Foreign companies may not be subject to audit and reporting standards and regulatory requirements comparable to 
those in effect within the United States. The value of any investment or income from any securities or related financial instruments discussed in this report 
denominated in a currency other than U.S. dollars is subject to exchange rate fluctuations that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value of or income 
from such securities or related financial instruments. 

Frontier and Emerging Market laws and regulations governing investments in securities markets may not be sufficiently developed or may be subject to 
inconsistent or arbitrary interpretation or application. Frontier and Emerging Market securities are often not issued in physical form and registration of ownership 
may not be subject to a centralised system. Registration of ownership of certain types of securities may not be subject to standardised procedures and may even 
be effected on an ad hoc basis. The value of investments in Frontier and Emerging Market securities may also be affected by fluctuations in available currency 
rates and exchange control regulations. Not all of these or other risks associated with the relevant company, market or instrument which are the subject matter 
of the report are necessarily considered. 
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